December 3, 2009
Dear Family & Friends,
We finally made it to Saigon! We hope that you will be able
to forward this message to any contacts that you may have
that need to hear our update. The last week has been a real
'roller coaster' experience, as we were preparing for this trip
and finalizing all the details. As usual, the enemy tried to
throw several curve balls at us... everything mechanical, like
our cars, was failing. One day for lunch, Bryson turned on the
oven, and it burst into flames! Fun, huh?! We know that God
is ordering our steps as we embark on this great venture.
We also know that God will miraculously provide as we are
trusting Him for an additional $8000 in immediate financial
support to come in as provision for our remaining travel and accommodation expenses for the trip. If you know
anyone that can help in this way, we would love to hear from them soon!
We also earnestly desire your prayer support and have already seen how your intercession on our behalf has
made a difference in these first days. We spent 20 hours in the air after a 2 .5 hour delay sitting on the
runway in Chicago. We arrived in Saigon near midnight and
cleared all checks of our passports and visas. We were all
deep in prayer when we realized that government officials
were scanning our luggage and looking at the contents of
each bag. Evidently God's favor was upon us, because not a
single question was asked about our sound equipment, CD's
(and you know the rest)! We've come to discover that the
communist control in this nation is very strong. Even
Facebook is blocked, so we will be sending emails from our
Gmail addresses, which do not seem to be as
vulnerable. Please pray that God gives us
wisdom as we try to communicate with all of
you.
We had our first meetings with pastors today, and we are including in this email 2 addresses for venues where
we are confirmed. Please pray diligently because the government is still withholding their final, written
permission. As you may know, our family's concerts in Vietnam will be the first by Americans in 35 years! We
sing on December 7 (for 2,000+ people) at:
Nha Hang Dai Duong
18A Phan Van Tvi Street
Ward 7, District Go vap
And on December 11 (for 40,000 people!) at:
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Phu Tho Stadium
So 2 Le Dai Hanh
Ward 15, District 11, Saigon
Other churches of varying denominations (including Central Catholic in Saigon) will be hosting the ministry over
this coming weekend. We will email you as further details become available.
All the members of our family got a full night's rest (9-10 hrs.) last night. We are hoping to see some of the
diverse sights around this city once some of our immediate
ministry details have been addressed. You all know us well...
we will be standing strong in our calling, and in the power of
Jesus. We know that tens of thousands will be brought into
the Kingdom in these coming weeks. This very night, 1000
Christians from all over Saigon are coming together for 4
hours of prayer for the upcoming ministry. Our family was not
invited to the meeting, however, because the leadership was
concerned that it might raise questions with security. Keep
praying. We know that great revival is on the way, and we
have assured them of strong prayer covering from brothers
and sisters in the U.S and around the world.
We will try to send an update as time allows, and as more information becomes available. Thanks for your love
and prayers. If you know anyone that is able to help us additionally, financially, email us at
jackonfamilymusic@verizon.net, and we will let you know how that support can be put to use immediately while
we are in Saigon. Spiritual harvest is on the way!

December 9, 2009
Dear Family and Friends,
It’s been really hard for us to believe that it is
DECEMBER as we are experiencing the heat and
humidity of Saigon, Vietnam! This is the season
for miraculous spiritual revival in this place and we
have all decided it is definitely worth any sacrifice
we could make to be part of a Christmas harvest
of souls. Today we saw a life-size Christmas
nativity scene (complete with baby Jesus) in a
local market, set up as a decoration in the middle
of a public walkway.
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There is a GREAT opportunity to share the Gospel at
this time and our family will be faithful to that mission.
Since our last update with you, we have shared in two
concerts and have seen more than one hundred

responses to a public call for commitment to
Christ. In addition, Campus Crusade leaders are still
tabulating all the decisions for Jesus that were made
through response cards (printed on the back of the
tickets for the event Monday night). In addition, the
evening was telecast live to an internet site in
Vietnam with viewership of more than a million
people. More than 80% of the public decisions made
for Jesus (where people actually come forward and are prayed with) have been made by young people
(primarily teenagers!). We have been moved to tears, so many times, as we realize how huge a decision it is to
follow Jesus Christ in a nation like Vietnam. We are truly walking in miracles.

Today, we were having lunch with a Pastor and his
family when word came that final written permission
from the government had been granted for the
stadium evangelistic outreach (40,000 expected).
This kind of gathering is already unusua l but to have an
American, musical family pictured on every
advertisement and featured at this event, is really
unprecedented! You have prayed and God has heard.
Keep praying! We will be ministering around 7 PM
Friday evening. That is THIS weekend (7 AM Saturday
morning, Eastern Standard Time in the U.S.)! We are
believing God for at least 10,000 first-time decisions
for Jesus Christ. God will be honored, Jesus will be
exalted and the Holy Spirit will be manifested.
In the middle of all our busy schedule with ministry, we have somehow found
time to be measured and fit for traditional formal Vietnamese clothing which
we will wear at the stadium concert. We have also been practicing our
Vietnamese language pronunciation for our songs. Our acapella version of
“Silent Night” in Vietnamese has been met with THUNDEROUS applause as has
Brook and Brittany singing “Daddy, You’re The Only Man in My Heart.” These
things have built tremendous bridges to the hearts of these people. We have
also eaten exclusively with the people and have consumed many creatures that
we had only seen pictures of in National Geographic Magazine. . .eels, squid,
snakes and a variety of shellfish. One man told us that if Adam and Eve had
been Vietnamese, the snake in the garden would have been eaten before he
had a chance to say anything to tempt Eve! HA!
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Continue to remember us in prayer as we face these
challenges and experience God’s victory. We are still
believing that the Lord will provide the funds for our plane
tickets to Hanoi and our accommodations while there. We
have been invited to do several meetings in Hanoi over the
weekend of the 18th-21st. If you know anyone who could be
used as God’s provision in this time of need, let us hear
from you. We deeply love each one of you and are
celebrating Christmas continually in our hearts as we see
men and women coming to Christ!

December 15, 2009
Dear Precious Friends and Family,
We are writing you this third in a series of
updates from Saigon, Vietnam. We are living in
the most amazing season of miracles that we
have ever experienced. As this ministry trip has
progressed, our list of recipients for this report
has dramatically increased, because the revival
that has begun in this place is truly causing the
world to sit up and take notice! If this is the first
report that you are receiving, we want to welcome
you into a mighty move of the Holy Spirit that has
swept across Vietnam, across denominational
church lines, and has even moved the heart of a
stern government.
We have been involved in five concert ministry
outreaches in the last seven days. From
groups of hundreds in churches to crowds
filled with tens of thousands, we have stood in
amazement, watching the salvation of the
Lord. Christian leadership in Saigon have
reported to us that they have registered
8,000 first-time decisions for Christ within
the past week! House churches and a large
network of discipleship ministries are now
tasked with follow-up for each new believer. In
a nation ripe for spiritual harvest, we are
witnessing one of the most amazing things we
have ever seen! Written permission for the
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Dec. 11 meeting of 40,000 in Saigon was withheld by the government until 2 days before the gathering would
occur. Approval finally came in answer to the prayers of these believers after all-night prayer vigils that had
been occurring for weeks. On the day of the event, we discovered that officials had said, “no foreigners,”
(meaning US) would be allowed to participate. Within 4 hours of the starting time for the event, we heard that
a high-ranking official had intervened and said that this would be good for Vietnam’s families … PERMISSION
GRANTED!! Followers of Christ in this nation were in astonishment that the government, for the first time,
would reverse a decision like this one.
The magnitude of this moment has not gone
unnoticed by the press, either. Articles on our
family and these large gatherings have been
featured across every news source from
newspapers and magazines to web news outlets
and television. Local papers have printed
pictures of our family and have described our
daughter, Brook, as “angelface.” The papers
have also reported that we are the “first
American band” to perform in concerts in
Vietnam. Our family wore the traditional
Vietnamese clothing, called Ao Dai, which a
gifted seamstress created for all 6 of us, in 2
days. And not surprisingly, with the fires of revival burning brightly in this place, when the seamstress came to
our hotel room for a final fitting, she prayed with us to receive Christ!! That night, we also sat down for an
interview with a CBN Television reporter who was there to capture this unprecedented moment in the Great
Vietnam Revival. That CBN interview will air all across the U.S. and on CBN stations around the world.

We desperately need your prayer support to
continue. We share in one final concert in
Saigon before we anticipate leaving for
Hanoi. Christian believers in the North are
still fervently praying and believing in faith that
they will receive permission for a large
stadium to host us next week. This stadium
would seat 15,000+. We are already
planning to be part of a gathering sponsored
by Christian & Missionary Alliance for
5000+. Please be praying with us as we look
to the Lord for His provision on a financial
level as well. We left on this trip $8,000.
short on our budget for transportation and
accommodations throughout Vietnam and southeast Asia. Even in poorer countries like Vietnam, it has been a
challenge to meet the needs for a family of 6 who are involved in such a tremendous undertaking. If you would
like to help support our role in this great revival in a financial way, we would love to hear from you through our
website at http://www.jacksonfamilymusic.org/donate3.asp or by mail. We have not purchased our tickets
for Hanoi yet, and costs for transportation alone will be $1000. We have been willing to expend ourselves and
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spend every dollar we have had toward seeing all that God has done here. This spiritual harvest belongs to all
of us who have been willing to hear God’s voice and stand together.
We will share our next victory report with
you as information becomes available.
Please forward this update to every praying
Christian, organization, or church that is
available to you. What is happening in
Vietnam right now is a true picture of the
church in the book of Acts . It is the church
under persecution, involved in massive
prayer effort, manifest moves of the Holy
Spirit, and thousands of converts at each
meeting. What a fitting and meaningful
Christmas gift this has be en for us and,
most importantly, for the Lord Jesus!

December 17, 2009

This is a quick additional note!
God miraculously provided our airline tickets today, so we leave for Hanoi in 8 hours. Believers in Hanoi are still
eagerly anticipating permission for a venue of 15,000+ for Sunday night. These believers are serious prayer
warriors... praying 24/7 right now! We are standing with them, and we earnestly desire your prayer support
as well.
We have participated
in leading 3 house
church meetings in
the last 4 days. We
also have received
the first installment
of CBN's report on
the Great Vietnam
Revival, called
"Christmas in
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Vietnam." You can watch a video of the report at
http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2009/December/Vietnam-Allows-Large-Public-Worship-Service/.
One of these pictures is of Brook with two guards who had been
stationed at the event. They were thrilled to stand in the same
space with her. The last one of these pictures shows the public
altar call, which occurred at the end of the meeting with 40,000
last Friday. 2500 people came to the platform before it began to
collapse under the weight. Thankfully, none were hurt, and an
additional 5-6 thousand came forward to receive Jesus! We are
praising God for His constant faithfulness and for this miraculous
outpouring.

For as the earth brings forth her
bud, and as the garden causes the
things that are sown in it to spring
forth; so the Lord God will cause
righteousness and praise to spring
forth before all the nations
~ Isaiah 61:11

Dear Friends and Family,
We are experiencing the goodness of the Lord and
celebrating the saving power of JESUS this
Christmas!
This most recent update is our final one from Vietnam
where we have seen the most dramatic outpouring of
God’s Spirit on a nation ready for spiritual harvest.
We were able to purchase our airline tickets for
Hanoi, at the last moment this past week, as generous
partners in ministry provided for this urgent need.
God was victorious, even in the face of adversity and
opposition, and we sang in several outreach eventsculminating with a gathering of 15,000+ in the heart
of Hanoi! We have enclosed pictures for you, but it is nearly impossible to adequately describe the historic,
groundbreaking nature of these events. This is a Christmas we will never forget as we saw thousands of
people running toward the stage to give their hearts to Christ! We personally saw miracles of healing as a
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blind woman received her sight and as a braindamaged young man spoke his first words with
our 14 year-old son, Bryson, laying his hands
on the young man’s head. He said. . .”Thank
You Jesus!” We were amazed at the holy
boldness manifested by leadership and
unashamedly proclaimed by Vietnamese
Pastors. Once again, we saw another picture
of the early church from the book of Acts
arising out of persecution. One of the leaders
told us that “the blood of his martyred
grandparents has watered the soil for this
GREAT HARVEST!!”
We shared in ministry with a house church meeting in
a large restaurant facility on Sunday where we saw
how God has been laying the groundwork for this
mighty move in the north of Vietnam. People had lost
hope for deliverance from their oppression over many
decades of hardship. Drug and alcohol addiction has
been rampant in this region, yet we heard testimonies
from more than 50% of our crowd Sunday morning
that had been healed of drug addictions. One young
man had stage 4 AIDS and was healed on the spot
when he received Jesus into his life! We saw a little
baby who had been born to a HIV-infected mother and
had shared her blood supply during pregnancy. In an
act of miraculous protection, the baby was born without HIV and
was a beautiful, healthy little baby girl. Now, even a prominent
leader’s son has been delivered from substance abuse and the
Christian movement and the power of Jesus has gained credibility in
its ability to produce positive change for all the people.
The large venue at the stadium was just ONE MORE PROOF that
God shows up when His people are in unity. This event was
accomplished, unhindered, even though final permission was never
granted by the government. NO ONE was sure what officials might
do. We were told that leaders were ready to give their lives for this
event and had “put their affairs in order” with family knowing they
could be put to death. Even with these sobering possibilities,
everyone seemed intent on what GOD was doing and we were not
afraid. Once again, we were the first American music group to ever
be involved in a gathering like this and a ministering Christian
musical family was a powerful tool to gain the attention of Vietnam!
A message of positive family relationships, sexual purity for young
people and commitment to Christ seems absolutely irresistible, even to government officials. We were
amazed to watch as these Pastors and leaders boldly stood arm-in-arm across the platform and read their
“Declaration of Independence” from bondages. Eight points were read, including a renouncing of idol worship,
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ancestral worship and pagan worship of “the dragon” and “the moon.” Then, hand-held candles were lit across
the massive crowd as a symbol of Jesus’ light shining in darkness and the people worshipped late into the
night. It was like the Day of Pentecost!!
We have been hosted in this
concert ministry to families by
numerous denominations who
are standing TOGETHER to see
God touch the nation of Vietnam.
Assemblies of God, Baptists,
Independent Charismatic,
Christian & Missionary Alliance,
Foursquare Gospel, Bible
Churches and Campus Crusade
For Christ have all worked
together with us in bringing this
message to the people. One
Christian leader, watching the
people eagerly running forward to
meet Jesus said to Brenda, “Look, it’s the Harvest!” We were immediately reminded of Matthew 9:37-38
where Jesus spoke of this same Harvest. These are days of miraculous revival and open doors. We were
given a verse of Scripture by the same leader,
from Revelation 3:8, which says, “I know your
deeds, see I have placed before you an open
door that no one can shut. . .you have kept my
Word and not denied My name.” We are
reminded this Christmas of what so many
Christians in Vietnam have been willing to give
and to sacrifice through decades of
persecution as they continued to stand in faith
for the cause of Christ. Please continue to
pray for Vietnam and the Great Revival that
has begun here.
We also earnestly desire your faithful prayer
support as we continue our multi-nation Asia
ministry outreach. We leave early Saturday morning for Hong Kong and China where we will begin with three
concerts Sunday! We need strength from the Lord for our physical stamina and our spiritual focus. We are
continuing to pray for financial provision for the remainder of the trip’s costs, around $5000. On this trip so
far, we have found many ways to reduce our expenses and we have “lived with and eaten with the people” more
than ever before. None of us has been too sick, either! You know how much we are missing being at home
for Christmas but, remember, as you pray we are with you. Thanks for forwarding these updates to as many
of your friends and e-lists as possible. We hope to email you again soon with more news!!
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January 7, 2010
Dear Precious Family and Friends,
God is moving in powerful ways as we have just concluded a week-long
series of 6 concerts in Hong Kong which included ministry to Chinese,
Indonesian, Malaysian , Thai and Filipino ethnic groups! News of the historic,
breakthrough revival in Vietnam has traveled across southeast Asia and is
galvanizing believers to get involved in “bringing in the harvest” as God pours
out His Spirit. We also continue to see multitudes of first-time decisions for
Christ (including former muslims) at altar times each meeting as well as
huge throngs of people coming to be prayed for as families. There is an
unmistakable hunger for spiritual revival and a great desire for solid family
relationships in this international city of Hong Kong, China. People from all
over Asia are living in this strategic location and we are seeing miraculous
connections developing daily as these people dream about reaching the lost
for Christ in their home lands.
We spent New Year’s Eve with our host church
here, International Christian Assembly, and
shared in worship and fellowship with more than
10 different ethnic language Pastors and their
people as they joined together in unity to pray for
the New Year. Worship songs were translated
into multiple languages, prayers for families were
given by the various language Pastors and
leaders, and we stood in awe and amazement,
again, feeling as though events from the Book of
Acts and the Day of Pentecost were all
happening here. All the reports of salvations
and commitments to Christ, in the lives of people
in communist-controlled Vietnam, have fueled
renewed passion and hope for families all across
Asia to find their answer in Jesus Christ.
Pastor Edmound Teo of ICA Hong Kong said, “I
believe this ministry (which has been given to the
Jackson Family) is a key which opens locked doors for
the Gospel in nations where doors have previously
been closed!” We are thrilled to partner with a
Pastor who shares this kind of vision and clearly sees
that God is opening miraculous doors of opportunity
and that we must step out in faith at this time to
reach the nations. Please pray with us as we
entertain multiple invitations to share ministry in
several locations in mainland China, Malaysia,
Indonesia and, even, Nepal. We are also looking at
the possibility of jointly composing a musical about
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families with ICA Hong Kong personnel. This
music and drama production, which would feature
our songs about family issues, could be used as an
outreach tool and performed all over Asia. We
believe that God could mightily use this opportunity
and many other avenues currently opening to us
as we endeavor to reach billions with the love and
redemption of Jesus! Thank you for continuing to
stand with us as we tackle new challenges and
gain vision for these new mission fields opening
before us. We stepped out in faith as we
embarked on this trip, which began in early
December, and we continue to take these steps of
faith. God’s people have responded with
intercessory prayer, financial gifts and have
rejoiced as they have shared in the revival. Jeremiah 33:3 reminds us that God said, “Call unto Me and I will
answer you and show you great and mighty things which you can’t even know. . . .” We have deeply
appreciated those who have sent finances to be used by the Lord as provision for the remaining expenses of
this Asia outreach.
We have been extremely busy with ministry
responsibilities so there has been little time for market
shopping or sightseeing. Finally, this week, we went to
Victoria’s Peak in Hong Kong with some precious
Christian friends. At nearly 1300 ft. above Hong Kong,
we stretched out our hands and prayed over the entire
city as far as we could see into China. What a blessing!!
The girls are also excited about a day for some shopping
this week as well as an opportunity to make some new
sets of clothes for our family. The people in these Asian
nations love it so much when we wear their traditional
clothing styles and do as much as we can in their
language. The kids sang in Chinese and in Tagalog (for
the Filipino crowds)
this week and we are continually reminded that every effort we make
“builds a bridge” for ministry. Next we travel to Singapore, on Friday, to
minister in three concerts and then we have been invited to Malaysia for
five days of meetings, planning and preparation, as well as more ministry
opportunities for our family before we return to the U.S. We will try to
send you a final update about all of these details as information becomes
available. We have also been invited to return to Vietnam, perhaps as
early as Easter, to continue our involvements with these large-scale
evangelistic outreaches. Please pray specifically for the protection of this
work in Vietnam. We are hearing reports about a new government
crackdown on cell phone communications and texting (which God used in a
great way to connect people with information about the outreaches in
Dec.). The enemy wants to stop a move of God but we can pray that this
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most recent persecution will be stopped.
God is large and in-charge!! We have been able to see His hand in everything that has happened and we are
excitedly anticipating His continued direction. We love you and we were missing all of you as we experienced
Christmas and New Year’s so far from home. Our hearts are with you and our hearts are full of God’s
goodness and His revival!

January 18, 2010
Dear Friends and Ministry Partners,
Isaiah 55:5 states that, “Surely you will summon nations
you know not, and nations that do not know you will
hasten to you because of the Lord your God. . .” We
clearly see that these are days where the countries of
Asia are seeing “a hastening” move toward Jesus and
spiritual harvest! Our family has experienced the
goodness of the Lord as He has enabled us to share the
message of Jesus for families in four Asian nations on
this trip alone! More than 20,000 decisions for Christ
have now been reported in Vietnam, as well as, thousands
more committing their lives to Christ from China,
Singapore, the Philippines and Malaysia. We praise the
Lord for His protection, His provision and His presence
during this time of spiritual awakening in these nations.
Our family was originally scheduled to leave Hong Kong to travel to Singapore on the 8 th of January to complete
the remainder of our mission. We were boarded on a United Airlines plane and preparing for takeoff when a
cargo vehicle collided with an underside door of our plane. The ensuing damage was unable to be repaired as
we sat in the plane, which was fully packed with people, for three hours on the runway while officials tried to
decide a course of action! In the end, we had to fly the next day (after a night with no sleep) but we were fully
aware that we had been protected by the Lord. We shared in three concerts Sunday in Singapore and saw
multitudes of decisions for Jesus Christ. These concerts were hosted by Living Word Fellowship (with Filipino
leadership) and were held at a YWCA auditorium. Many who came for the first time made decisions to receive
Jesus, while hundreds prayed as families for recommitment to Christ and restoration of relationships. To God
Be The Glory!! The incident with the airplane could have
prevented us from being part of these miracles, but
God’s plan and His purpose prevailed.
On Tuesday, the 12th, we travelled to Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. Tensions were still running high after multiple
churches had been bombed, just four days before, in
targeted acts of terrorism against Christians. Our family
met with several influential businessmen and Christian
leaders who are very excited about our doing concerts
for families at this pivotal time. In a country which claims
Islam as its national religion, Malaysia’s people are
looking for spiritual answers, peace among its people and
strengthening of its families. We shared a full concert
Friday night in a Full Gospel Assembly, which we
discovered had been started as a “Brethren” mission
many years ago. In that meeting alone, more than one
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hundred made decisions for Christ and families prayed together for a Bible standard to be evidenced in their
homes. The remainder of our time in Kuala Lumpur was spent walking across the land and praying in
agreement for large-scale revival across Malaysia. We also
prayed at the site of one of the bombings as we renounced
Satan’s attacks on God’s people and prayed down strongholds
of idol worship and corruption. Before we left, we were shown
a prime location on a mountain, called Genting, where God has
given a Malaysian Christian family vision for building a church
and ministry center. Twenty-two million people pass by this
location each year and there is not even one Christian church
in that area!! We could see with spiritual eyes that it is God’s
will for powerful ministry to come out of that place. We felt
honored to be able to
stand with these
Malaysian Christians and
pray that Jesus would be
exalted “high and lifted up.” We also sang, “Our God Reigns” (“. . .how
lovely on the mountains are the feet of them who bring Good News. . .”)
It was an amazing experience and it was very difficult for us to leave
such precious friends. God will orchestrate every detail and will provide
perfect timing for us to return to Malaysia and share more ministry with
the people. We are in awe of what God has already done and we are
humbled that He would use our family in this way.
Thanks to each of you who continues to pray for us. Miraculous doors of
opportunity have been opened, God’s Spirit is moving and He is
responding to the prayers
of His people! We
treasure each one of you
and we are so excited to
be able to share more
details and experiences
with you, personally, when we see you. Please continue to pray
for the protection of the Lord over our upcoming flight to the U.S.
from Hong Kong (on United, again!). We will be arriving home
this weekend so we’re sending you our last update for this trip
from the road. We love you and can’t wait to see you again!

Warmest Affection & Deepest Thanks,
Bruce and Brenda, Brittany, Brent, Brook & Bryson
The Jacksons
FamilySong Ministries International
www.jacksonfamilymusic.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=url99LEq6IE (video footage from Vietnam)
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